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A staycation at a super beach resort just outside Dubai means different things to different people.

There are those who want to play golf… and JA The Resort has a world-class golf course… actually, wait… I
can’t even list the activities that are available to you in that corner of paradise – it’s Dubai’s largest beach
resort, and the list of things to do are well over 100, and they go from seaplane flights to any of its 25
restaurants!

So, let us focus directly on those who want to feel the relaxation on the inside…

…because at a certain point of our life journey on this marvelous planet, the focus turns to the spirit; and the
outside whirlwinds of incessant energies, both positive and, unfortunately, also negative, are like being
exposed to a constant cosmic storm – blasted constantly by these forces, torn in so many different dimensions,
of expectations placed upon us, and even upon ourselves by our own selves.

And so we search for a glimpse of calm in this storm of daily pulls and pushes – how long can a sentient being
go before these incessant forces begin to take their toll?

Enter the Calm Spa & Salon, and like magic, be restored…
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Once in the treatment, time ceases its continuous bite – you float, in total bliss.

And your energies re-balance

And you emerge a different person from that which entered

It is truly magical.
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The treatments are many, and all professionally-run.

Also, Calm Spa & Salon is constantly evolving, in response to your needs and desires; and so do inquire as to
their latest and recommended treatments – in fact, I’d advise to approach the Spa as if reaching out to a
sincere and trusted friend.

Just explain where you are in terms of your emotional well-being and frame of mind, and let them guide you,
warmly, with expertise, but especially with their heart.

They know the way…
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And don’t be surprised if an hour feels like a lifetime…

…if upon exiting, you feel like a new person…

…because that re-boot of the spirit is essential to us humans – it is treatment for our core, our essence, that
which makes us who we are.

And don’t be surprised if people notice the difference!

At JA The Resort, it’s not only about beach, fun, and delicious food – Calm Spa & Salon gives you the ticket to a
fresh you.
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